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Abstract
Lifetime models of high-power Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors modules express the
number of cycles to end of life as a function of stress parameters. These models are nor-
mally developed based on experimental data from accelerated power-cycling tests per-
formed at predefined temperature stress conditions as, for example, with temperature
swings above 60 ◦C. However, in real power converters applications, the power modules
are usually stressed at temperature cycles not exceeding 40 ◦C. Thus, extrapolating the
parameters of lifetime models developed using data from high-temperature stress cycles
experiments might result in erroneous lifetime estimations. This paper presents experi-
mental results from power cycling tests on high-power Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors
modules subjected to low temperature stress cycles of 30 and 40 ◦C. Therefore, devices
experience still accelerated aging but with stress conditions much closer to the real appli-
cation. Post-mortem failure analysis has been performed on the modules reaching end-of-
life in order to identify the failure mechanism. Finally, the number of cycles to end-of-life
obtained experimentally is fit with a state-of-the-art lifetime model to assess its validity
at low temperature stress cycles. Challenges and limitations on data fitting to this life-
time model and the impact of various stress parameters on the anticipated failure are also
presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) are undoubtedly the
most utilized power semiconductor switching devices in high-
power converters due to their robust design and low conduction
losses. However, power IGBTs are also vulnerable components
and their failure leads to severe malfunctions or destructive fail-
ures of the power converters [1–4]. Thus, the understanding of
the failure mechanisms for IGBT modules and the availability
of verified lifetime models are critical for determining the reli-
ability of power converters. Failure statistics from the field [5,
6] and accelerated power cycling tests (PCTs) [7, 8] have been
utilized for assessing the reliability of IGBT power modules.
However, the first method is rather impractical since it requires
very long observation periods. Hence, the accelerated PCT is
the approach generally adopted for assessing long-term reliabil-
ity of high-power IGBT modules, as well as, for modelling their
expected lifetime [3, 4].
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Lifetime models for specific types of IGBT modules are
developed by fitting experimental data from a large statistical
population of devices under test (DUTs). These empirical life-
time models express the number of stress cycles to failure as a
function of structural and operational parameters for the device
such as: junction temperature swing, the minimum or the aver-
age junction temperatures, the heating and cooling times of the
module, the heating current, as well as, IGBT and power mod-
ule design parameters. Two notable empirical lifetime models,
which are usually referred as LESIT [9] and CIPS08 [8] have
been developed and documented in literature. Empirical lifetime
models cannot distinguish between failure mechanisms and a
post-mortem analysis is needed for confirming the dominant
cause. Three distinct failure mechanisms have been identified
on IGBT reaching end-of-life (EOL): bond-wire lift-offs, die-
solder and substrate-solder delamination [3, 8, 10]. These mech-
anisms are developed simultaneously but the dominant cause of
failure depends on the stress conditions.
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During accelerated PCTs, the power module is stressed at a
given temperature swing ∆T by periodically varying the junc-
tion temperature from a minimum to a maximum tempera-
ture while crucial IGBT parameters (e.g. collector-emitter volt-
age and junction temperature) are continuously monitored. It
is a common practice to shorten the PCT duration by apply-
ing high stress conditions as a ∆T in the range of 40–80 ◦C
[10–12]. The majority of IGBTs employed in power electronic
converters operates with temperature stress cycles not exceed-
ing∆T= 40 ◦C [13] and their lifetime is calculated by extrapolat-
ing the lifetime models developed with data acquired at high ∆T
values to lower stress cycles values. However, this practice might
trigger severe inaccuracies in the lifetime modelling and unreal-
istic estimation of results [14, 15], especially for ∆T lower than
30 ◦C where the module structure may be subjected to elastic
deformation [16–18].

A first attempt to model IGBT power module lifetime at
∆T = 30–80 ◦C has resulted in the development of the LESIT
model [9]. The impact of health status preconditions of low-
voltage IGBT power modules on assessing and accurately mod-
elling their remaining lifetime at low ∆T values (i.e. ∆T = 28–
40 ◦C) has been investigated in [19, 20]. This revealed that
the effect of low ∆T stress cycles becomes dominant in pre-
aged modules with an accumulated degree of die-attach solder
fatigue.

This paper presents an experimentally based investigation
for high-power IGBT modules at low temperature stress cycles
of ∆T = 30 ◦C and ∆T = 40 ◦C. Thus, the IGBT modules
still experience accelerated aging and a failure within a prac-
tically reasonable timeframe but with stress conditions much
closer to the real application. To the best knowledge of the
authors, the CIPS08 model has not been experimentally val-
idated for temperature cycles below 40 ◦C [2, 4, 10]. The
paper contributes to providing experimental support to the
validity of the CIPS08 lifetime model for IGBT power mod-
ules closer to real stress conditions for operation in convert-
ers. The effect of stress parameters on experimental data fitting,
accuracy of the lifetime models and anticipated failure mech-
anism at low and high ∆T values is also investigated. In par-
ticular, the impact of the heating on-time period ton, and heat-
ing current I on the failure modes, due to different inherent
time constants of the module is assessed. Post-mortem anal-
ysis of the failed modules using visual inspection and Scan-
ning Acoustic Microscopy (SAM) verifies the experimental
findings.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes
the fundamental PCT design and operating principle. Sec-
tion 3 analyses the most relevant lifetime models for IGBT
power modules and their associated limitations. The PCT exper-
imental setup is described in Section 4 and the experimen-
tal results and post-mortem analysis are presented in Sec-
tion 5. Fitting of the experimental data to the lifetime model
for the IGBT power modules is shown in Section 6, includ-
ing a discussion of the results. Conclusions are summarized in
Section 7.

FIGURE 1 Typical internal layered structure of high-power IGBT mod-
ules indicating the spots for potential failures

2 ACCELERATED POWER CYCLING
TESTING METHODOLOGY

High-power IGBT dies are encapsulated in power module
structures, which enable mechanical robustness for the dies and
ease the electrical and mechanical connections with the con-
verters bus-bar system and frame. An illustration of the typi-
cal structure of a power module is shown in Figure 1, where
the internal layers, such as the copper layer for attaching the
dies, the ceramic layer for insulation and the bond wires for
electrical connections are depicted. These materials are char-
acterized by different coefficients of thermal expansion. Thus,
under extensive and long-term temperature stress, the tempera-
ture gradient in the junctions causes mismatches in the expan-
sion of these inner layers, which eventually lead to development
of stress forces between them, and consequently ageing. The
specific stress condition dictates the anticipated failure mecha-
nism. However, in practical applications it is also very likely that
a combination of these failure mechanisms might occur. The
weak points of the power module structure are highlighted with
red colour in Figure 1.

The principle of the PCTs is to heat up the device under
test until a maximum junction temperature Tjmax by forcing
a current through the die for an on-time ton. When Tjmax is
reached, the heating current is turned-off and the DUT is
cooled down until the initial temperature level Tjmin during
the off-time period toff. Active heating of the dies is achieved
either by supplying dc power or by operating the power mod-
ules with ac power in a converter with a realistic mission
profile [7]. The junction temperature could be either sensed
directly or estimated by monitoring temperature sensitive elec-
trical parameters (TSEPs) of the dies. However, due to the
difficulty in accessing the dies in enclosed power modules
structures, indirect measurement methods are preferred. For
instance, sensing TSEPs, such as the collector-emitter on-state
voltage of the IGBT or the forward voltage drop of the diodes
is a commonly used methodology for junction temperature
estimation [7].

Empirical lifetime models are developed based on PCT
results and usually express the number of cycles to failure
as a function of the ∆T stress, Tjmin or the average junction
temperature, Tjavg. In order to identify the number of cycles to
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failure, end-of-life criteria are set. By monitoring the increase
on collector-emitter voltage of the IGBT compared to the
level at the start of the PCT, bond-wire fatigue can be detected
[8]. On the other hand, solder delamination is detected by
observing the rise in the thermal resistance of the power
module [8, 21].

As the degradation of the monitored module parameters (e.g.
solder and bond-wire fatigue) progresses during the PCT exe-
cution, variations of testing parameters might impact the test
results. In particular, solder fatigue causes a higher junction tem-
perature in the DUT, which results in an increasing ∆T dur-
ing the PCT under constant current, ton, toff and cooling con-
ditions. On the other hand, bond-wire degradation leads to an
increased forward voltage of the DUT, and, thus, to an increas-
ing ∆Τ under constant current. Therefore, controlling the test-
ing parameters is very crucial for obtaining accurate results. Four
control strategies for PCTs have been identified [22]: (1) con-
stant ton and toff, (2) constant base plate temperature swing, (3)
constant power dissipation in the DUT and (4) constant junc-
tion temperature swing.

It has been experimentally shown that the worst-case PCT
methodology is achieved by keeping the on-time, ton, and off-
time, toff, constant, since this strategy has no counter effect
on any degradation [22]. Therefore, the adopted PCT method-
ology in this paper is based on constant ton and toff time
periods.

3 OVERVIEW OF POWER CYCLING
LIFETIME MODELS FOR IGBT POWER
MODULES

Empirical lifetime models are developed using a large amount
of experimental PCT results obtained on different types of
IGBT power modules and under various PCT testing condi-
tions [23]. Typically, an empirical lifetime model expresses the
expected lifetime span of a power module in terms of stress
cycles to EOL. Apart from using experimental data acquired by
accelerated PCTs, modelling and simulation of power modules
using Finite Element Methods (FEM) software can speed up the
extraction of useful results on lifetime estimation [24, 25]. Even
in such cases, accurate modelling of power modules imposes
the utilization of experimental data from PCTs, the measure-
ment of TSEPs with the highest possible accuracy and the accu-
rate modelling of the material characteristics [26]. Therefore, the
scope of the presented experimental validation of the lifetime
models for IGBT power modules is limited to the empirical
models.

The two most notable lifetime models for IGBT power
modules are the LESIT model, which is an evolution of the
Coffin–Manson law [9], and the CIPS08 model [8]. This sec-
tion presents an overview of these lifetime models, as well as,
limitations and challenges associated with their applicability for
estimating lifetimes of IGBT power modules operating under
practical loading conditions.

3.1 Coffin–Manson law and LESIT model

The first empirical lifetime model for modelling power cycling
stress fatigue was introduced in the 70′s based on the Coffin–
Manson law. According to this model, the number of cycles to
failure, Nf, is assumed to decrease exponentially with the tem-
perature swing of the junction temperature ∆T. The Coffin–
Manson law, initially developed for estimating the fatigue in
solid bodies [27], was expanded in the 1990′s to the, so-called,
LESIT model [9]. In contrast to the Coffin–Manson law, the
LESIT model takes into account the effect from the absolute
junction temperature, Tj, by adding an Arrhenius factor to the
initial expression as shown in Equation (1). In this equation R is
the gas constant, Tj,avg is the junction mean temperature, and Q
is the activation energy. The empirical-based coefficients α and
A are obtained by fitting experimental data.

N f = A ⋅ (∆T )a ⋅ e

(
Q

R⋅Tj,avg

)

(1)

3.2 CIPS08 model

The impact of a few additional testing parameters (i.e. the heat-
ing on-time, the minimum junction temperature, the current I
per bond stitch) and power module design parameters (i.e. the
breakdown voltage of the IGBTs V divided by 100 and the
bond-wire diameter D) are taken into account in the CIPS08
model [8, 28]. By incorporating these additional parameters, the
fitting of experimental data and accuracy of the lifetime model
are significantly improved [8]. The CIPS08 lifetime model is
expressed by Equation (2), which gives the cycles to failure,
Nf, as a function of PCT conditions and power module design
parameters.

N f = kb ⋅ (∆T )$1 ⋅ e
$2

Tj,min+273 ⋅ t $3
on ⋅ I $4 ⋅V $5 ⋅ D$6 (2)

In Equation (2), the β coefficients are extracted by properly
fitting power cycling test results.

3.3 Limitations and challenges on applying
the lifetime models

PCT are generally conducted in accelerated conditions to reduce
the duration of the testing within practically reasonable limits.
The acceleration of the aging can be achieved mainly by increas-
ing the amplitude of the temperature stress and/or by increas-
ing its repetition rate. Increasing the stress amplitude leads to an
exponential acceleration of the aging but extrapolating for lower
temperature requires the assumption that the failure mechanism
would not be significantly altered. The increase of the repeti-
tion rate leads to a linear acceleration and softer assumptions
for extrapolating to normal user conditions because the failure
mechanism is not substantially altered.
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The original coefficients of the presented lifetime models
have been extracted by fitting experimental data from accel-
erated PCTs that are usually performed at high ∆T values
(e.g. >70 ◦C). However, in power converters operating with
realistic mission profiles, the IGBT power modules are usually
stressed at ∆T cycles lower than 40 ◦C. Thus, the applicability of
the empirical lifetime models with their coefficients developed
from PCT data acquired at high ∆T values might be critical for
accurate lifetime predictions.

To the best knowledge of the authors, there is no experi-
mental evidence justifying the application of lifetime models
developed using high ∆T values to predict lifetime of IGBT
power modules that are stressed at low ∆T cycles. The common
practice is to extrapolate existing lifetime models developed at
high ∆T values to lower temperature cycles [15] without suffi-
cient experimental justification. However, it is highly likely that
this methodology may give inaccurate results. For example, the
application of the CIPS08 model without adapting to the actual
type of module and temperature stress applied to the IGBTs in
a high-power application could result in questionable lifetime
estimations [14, 15, 16].

Another crucial limitation of the developed lifetime models
is related to the PCT conditions. To reach a desired ∆T value,
various combinations of PCT parameters, such as heating time,
heating current and minimum or mean temperature of the dies
can be imposed [8]. The choice of these PCT conditions has a
large impact not only on the number of cycles to failure, but also
on the type of failure [22]. These issues are partly investigated in
this paper.

PCTs are performed at periodic stress cycles, which have a
constant temperature swing. Thus, the applicability of these life-
time models and the fitting of their coefficients at combined
stress cycles still remains an open challenge. Modelling of IGBT
power modules lifetime under varying ∆T conditions has been
reported in [29, 30]. In these works, the total lifetime due to the
combined stress cycles has been estimated using the rainflow-
counting algorithm and the linear damage accumulation theory
known as Miner’s rule [31–34]. Validation of Miner’s rule has
been verified experimentally by studying the dependency of the
on-time and the current per bond wire on the expected lifetime
during an accelerated PCT [35]. Even though the lifetime con-
sumption due to various stress cycles has been assessed using
linear damage accumulation methods [31,32], the impact of low
∆T cycles on the anticipated failure mechanism and lifetime
model validity still needs more investigations.

The main failure mechanisms from PCTs are die- and
substrate-solder fatigue, and bond wire lift-offs. However,
which mechanism dominates in each case of failure, strongly
depends on the module design, and conditions the device has
been subject to [36,37]. Empirical lifetime models such as (1)
and (2) represent failures of all three types, but they are not
able to indicate if a device has actually failed due to bond-wire
lift-offs or solder fatigue. Several efforts are described in lit-
erature, aiming to study each of the failure mechanisms. The
work presented in [38] focused on bond wire lift-off as the
main failure mechanism, while more recent publications, as

FIGURE 2 Schematic diagram of the PCT bench power circuit

for example [9, 19] and [39] highlight the solder fatigue of the
die as the dominant failure mechanism. It is assumed that the
results obtained are to a high degree reflected by the variety of
module technologies, as well as by the fact that there has been
a significant technology development over the time span for all
these publications. Moreover, the impact of each from the three
failure mechanisms could depend on the stress condition, such
as the heating on-time. Thus, the lifetime model adaption must
be carefully made by taking into consideration the adjustment
of the model coefficients, the operating conditions of the power
modules, as well as the type of PCT experimental procedure and
the data that the model are based on.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR
ASSESSING IGBT LIFETIME

In order to assess the reliability of the DUTs and model their
expected lifetimes at low ∆T values, experimental data have
been acquired by performing a set of accelerated PCTs using
high-power IGBT modules. These PCT experiments have been
conducted using a PCT setup with the capability of simultane-
ously testing eight DUTs, as shown in Figure 2. The test circuit
consists of four parallel legs, and each leg contains two series-
connected IGBT modules along with all auxiliary and con-
trol circuits, as well as measurements sensors. A direct current
source with the capacity of 2000 A supplies the required cur-
rent to heat up the DUTs. Each testing slot is equipped with a
custom-made water-cooled heatsink for guaranteeing sufficient
and uniform cooling for all DUTs. Moreover, the cooling-water
flow is finely regulated to ensure uniform cooling conditions
for the DUTs. During the preparatory phase of the experimen-
tal setup and in order to ensure a realistic value for the ther-
mal impedance between the IGBT junction and the ambient
environment, manufacturer instructions regarding heatsink sur-
face quality, application of thermal grease and mounting torques
have been followed. Figure 3 shows a photo of the PCT experi-
mental setup.

During the PCT, the four IGBT-pair legs sequentially con-
duct the direct load current based on a predefined switching
pattern, where the on-period, ton, for each of the four legs is
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FIGURE 3 Photo of the power cycling test bench assembled with eight
IHV 130 mm IGBT test objects

TABLE 1 Controllable and resultant testing parameters

Controllable test variables Cooling water inlet to heat sink

Coolant flow rate

Load current

Power on- and off-times (ton/toff)

Aimed stress conditions Minimum junction temperature (Tj min)

Junction temperature swing ∆T

always equal to 25% of the total cycling period. In this way,
the direct current supplied by the source flows continuously
and the current source is not stressed by power cycling. After
any of the DUTs fails, a bypass leg provides a continuous
current path for the load current while the remaining operat-
ing DUTs continue with the same on-period and off-period
patterns. Finally, the series-connected diodes with the bypass
switch ensure that the voltage drops across the DUTs and the
bypass leg remain constant during the experiments. The con-
trollable variables for configuring the PCT are summarized in
Table 1.

During the PCTs, several stress parameters are continuously
monitored and logged, including the on-state collector-emitter
voltage Vce,load of the IGBTs while the load current is flow-
ing, and the case temperature Tc. The virtual junction temper-
ature Tvj is estimated by applying a low-value sensing current
through the DUT during the on-period of the IGBT while its
load current is blocked by the adjacent IGBT. By measuring the
resulting voltage Vce,sense as a TSEP, the virtual junction tem-
perature can be estimated. In order to keep a linear relation-
ship between Vce,sense and Tvj, the sensing current must be kept
low (i.e., 500 mA for the present test objects). Measurements

are acquired just before and after the turn-on instant, and just
before and after the turn-off instant.

The thermal junction-to-case resistance Rth,(j-c) is estimated
using Equation (3) and based on the temperature measurements
at the time instants just after the turn-on (cold state) and just
before the turn-off (warm state) of the DUTs.

Rth,( j−c ) = Tv j − Tc

Vce,load ⋅ Iload
(3)

An increase of Rth,(j-c) is used as an indication of solder layers
degradation while an increase of Vce,load indicates degradation of
bond wires. A 20% increase of Rth(j-c) or a 5% increase of Vce,load
with respect to their initial values are assumed as the EOL crite-
ria [8].

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Overview of the test cases

A set of experimental PCTs has been conducted for validating
the CIPS08 lifetime model at relatively low stress levels which
represent more realistic stress conditions for IGBT modules in
power converters than the conventional accelerated tests. The
main challenge with the lower stress levels is the significantly
increased duration of the PCTs until the DUTs fulfil an EOL
criterion. While the normal operating range for a converter
might be as low as a few tens of degrees, running PCTs at ∆T of
20 ◦C can lead to test periods longer than a year. Therefore, as a
compromise, test runs were performed at ∆Ts of 30 and 40 ◦C,
since these stress levels are significantly lower than in acceler-
ated conditions, but still allow completing the tests within a rea-
sonable timeframe. An additional test case with accelerated con-
ditions at a ∆T of 70 ◦C was added for model calibration. The
hypothesis is that if the lifetime model parameters are valid for
accelerated stress conditions, and they also fit well with lower-
stress conditions, this could increase confidence of the model
representativeness at these lower-stress conditions. Another
important potential conclusion could be that the test objects
were subject to plastic deformation at lower-stress conditions.

The DUTs were selected from the latest generation IGBT
power modules with high voltage and high-power ratings (i.e.
3300 V/1000 A IHV-type IGBT modules). Such IGBT power
modules are the most likely power-semiconductor candidates
for medium- and high-voltage power converters utilized in
a wide range of industrial and utility applications. Five PCT
runs have been performed, each comprising eight IGBT DUTs
tested simultaneously. The aim is to consider different stress
parameters and achieve a sufficient statistical-population cover-
age of DUTs and stressing conditions. Given that the present
materials and manufacturing technologies for power mod-
ules are mature, only small differences among the DUTs are
expected, so the aforementioned number of samples is consid-
ered sufficient for statistical support. Thus, only small variances
are anticipated in the PCT results for DUTs stressed under the
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TABLE 2 Testing parameters for the five sets of test runs

Test run number #

1 2 3 4 5

Controllable variables for the five test runs Load current, Iload [A] 1250 1250 1250 890 890

On-time, ton [ms] 750 250 150 4500 1100

Off-time, toff [ms] 3250 750 450 13500 3300

Coolant flow rate [l/min] 80 80 80 80 80

Resulting stress conditions Junction temperature swing, ∆T [◦C] 70 40 30 70 40

Minimum junction temperature, Tj,min [◦C] 60 60 60 60 60

same testing conditions, which was also confirmed during the
PCTs.

Since this experimental validation involves only one type of
IGBT power module, the structure-related parameters can be
omitted in this investigation. Therefore, the number of variables
in the CIPS08 lifetime model of (2) can be reduced by merging
the blocking voltage term, V, and the bond-wire diameter, D,
into one constant K, such as:

N f = K ⋅ (∆T )$1 ⋅ e
$2

Tj,min+273 ⋅ t $3
on ⋅ I $4 (4)

where K = K fe ⋅V $5 ⋅ D$6.
During the tests, the minimum junction temperature Tj,min

was also kept constant at 60 ◦C for all PCT runs. Thus, the
model in Equation (4) can be further reduced by incorporating
the Arrhenius term into the constant K2

N f = K2 ∆(∆T )$1∆t $3
on ∆I $4 . (5)

The main focus of the experimental testing is on the temper-
ature stress ∆T, which is expected to have the strongest impact
on the power-cycling lifetime. However, in order to impose a
predefined ∆T, both the applied current I and the heating on-
period ton must be properly coordinated. It should be noted that
several combinations of values for I and ton will result in the
same ∆T but with different heating profiles. This could affect
the failure mode triggered in each case, being either bond wire
or solder degradation.

The operating and testing parameters of the five PCT runs are
summarized in Table 2. In the three first test runs, the selected
∆T values are obtained by adjusting the IGBT on-period ton
while maintaining a fixed test current that is equal to 1.25× the
rated current (i.e. 1250 A). This choice of testing parameters
results in a temperature slew rate of approximately 80 ◦C/s. For
the 4th and 5th test run the current was set to approximately
0.9× the rated current (i.e. 890 A) leading to a lower temperature
slew rate and requiring significantly longer on-periods to achieve
comparable ∆Ts to the first three test runs. A qualitative illus-
tration of the two heating profiles for the five test cases is given
in Figure 4. From this figure, a steeper temperature increase is
associated with the first three tests and a slower gradient is used
in the last two testing cases.

FIGURE 4 Qualitative illustration of the heating temperature profiles for
the five tests runs

TABLE 3 Results of the electrical characterization of the DUTs

Test no.
No. of DUTs
affected

Measured anomalies in post
characterization measurements

1 2 of 8 Gate leakage

2 6 of 8 Gate leakage and/or blocking voltage failure

3 2 of 6* Gate leakage

4 1 of 8 Gate leakage

5 0 of 6 * None of the DUTs has been affected

*Two DUTs were taken out of the PCTs before reaching EOL, and they were used as DUTs
for another test program.

5.2 Failure analysis

In order to support the evaluation and conclusions of the exper-
imental PCT results, pre- and post-electrical characterizations
have been performed to all DUTs. The electrical characteriza-
tion of the DUTs included an assessment of collector-emitter
forward characteristics, gate-leakage current, gate-threshold
voltage, and voltage-blocking characteristics. Furthermore, a
selection of DUTs was subject to dissection for performing an
internal visual and mechanical inspection of bond wires and
emitter metallization.

A summary of the electrical pre- and post-characterization
results is presented in Table 3. It is shown that the most affected
device parameter is the gate leakage current and that no degra-
dation was observed for the forward voltage and the gate-
threshold voltage of the IGBTs. Long-term stress of the IGBTs
under high-temperature conditions can result in degradation of
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TABLE 4 Summary of the EOL detection indicators

The average of status
for the other indicator

Test no. EOL indicator No. of DUTs Rth(j-c) Vce load

1 Vce,load > 5% 8 of 8 ∼4%

2 Vce,load > 5% 8 of 8 ∼3%

3 Vce,load > 5% 6 of 6 ∼3%

4 Vce,load > 5% 3 of 8 ∼16%

Rth(j-c) > 20% 5 of 8 ∼4%

5 Vce,load > 5% 6 of 6 ∼7%

the gate-oxide [17, 40] that is indicated by the increased gate
leakage current. As an example, the gate leakage current for one
of the DUTs used in the 4th test run was measured to be 25 mA
at a gate-emitter voltage of Vge = 1 V, which clearly indicates
failure of the gate oxide. Furthermore, a few DUTs lost their
blocking-voltage capabilities.

Table 4 summarizes the specific EOL indicators for the five
runs of PCT experiments. This table clearly indicates that the
failure indicator for all DUTs during the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 5th
PCT runs is a 5% increase of Vce,load. The exception is the 4th
test run, where the majority of the DUTs reached EOL by 20%
increase of Rth(j-c).

It should be mentioned that the PCT monitoring system is
capable of measuring Vce,load at both the cold state (just after
turn-on), and the warm state (just before turn-off). The on-state
voltage is the sum of the chip voltage and the voltage drop of the
module wiring, including the bond wires. For the 5% detection
level of Vce,load, the initial voltage condition was used as refer-
ence. However, increasing values of Tj,max were observed during
the ageing process for some PCTs, which introduced an increas-
ing temperature offset for the voltage across the chips. Thus,
the estimated voltage needs to be compensated for in the warm
state Vce,load monitoring of the bond wire condition. For all tests
only small variations were observed for Tj,min, and therefore, the
cold-state chip voltage was assumed to be stable during the age-
ing process. The EOL criterion for Vce,load shown in Table 4
is the result from detecting a 5% increase of both the com-
pensated warm-state temperature, as well as the uncompensated
cold-state progress of Vce,load. Any of these two voltages exceed-
ing the 5% criterion first would trigger an EOL condition for
the DUT.

A selection of DUTs was subjected to visual and mechani-
cal inspection of the bond-wire condition and to microscopy
investigation of emitter metallization. Figure 5 shows a picture
of one DUT from the 2nd test run, where detached bond wires
of one IGBT chip are clearly visible. Furthermore, several bond
wires with seemingly good connection were easily detached by
applying weak mechanical forces. Indeed, none of the inspected
DUTs from the five test runs could be declared as 100% healthy
in terms of bonding quality after test.

Clear indications of reconstruction of chip metallization were
also found on several DUTs, as illustrated in Figure 6 for one of

FIGURE 5 Photo of the post-analysis of a DUT from the 2nd PCT run
showing detached emitter bond wires. Red pads illustrate the locations where
bond wires are detached

FIGURE 6 Microscopy images of emitter metallization. To the left, unused
surface. To the right, post-mortem investigated DUT from the 1st PCT run

the DUTs. The reconstruction of the aluminium emitter met-
allization is primarily related to the bond wire fatigue [41] and
causes increasing surface resistance in the aluminium layer. Fig-
ure 6 illustrates the status of chip metallization of a DUT used
for the 1st test run, where all DUTs failed due to bond wire
lift-offs (Table 4).

Pre- and post-mortem SAM analysis was also performed to
several DUT samples from all five PCT runs for inspection of
possible change or deterioration of the chip or the system sol-
der layers. The main conclusion is that all DUTs were deemed
healthy, apart from a few DUTs from the 4th test run, where
a delamination growth tendency within the system solder layer
was observed, as displayed in Figure 7. These observations

FIGURE 7 Recorded Nf versus ∆T for the five test runs
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FIGURE 8 Inceptive delamination of system solder (red rectangle) for one
DUT of the 4th test run

TABLE 5 Recorded span of ∆T and Nf for the 5 sets of test runs

Test no.
∆T min/max
[◦C] Nf min/max[cycles]

Net test duration
[days]

1 65.4 – 70.9 351.900 – 528.051 18

2 35.1 – 40.3 5.562.900 – 7.723.300 90

3 25.9 – 29.7 18.602.000 – 28.932.000 201

4 68.2 - 74 101.290 – 153.490 32

5 38.3 – 41.4 2.341.900 – 3.218.636 164

confirmed the findings shown in Table 4, regarding the status
of Rth(j-c) after EOL.

The resulting lifetime for all DUTs and all sets of test runs is
shown in Figure 8. Table 5 summarizes the resulting span of ∆T
and the number of power cycles to EOL, Nf, for the five test
runs, as well as the net duration for the PCTs.

5.3 Discussion of the test results

As shown in Table 4, the observed EOL criterion for the major-
ity of DUTs was a 5% increase in Vce,load, which indicates bond-
wire fatigue. However, a different situation was revealed in the
4th PCT run (low I, long ton, high ∆Ts), where five out of eight
DUTs reached their EOL by fulfilling the Rth increase-detection
criterion. The Vce,load for these five DUTs was also close to its
EOL indication level, as shown in Table 4. During the same test
run, the remaining three DUTs demonstrated a 5% increase of
Vce,load before reaching the Rth detection level of 20% (which
was also approached). It should be noticed that for the 4th test
run, the on-period is relatively long compared to the other PCT
runs. Furthermore, for the 4th test run, signs of development of
solder fatigue were observed by SAM analysis. Based on these
observations, it can be concluded that for PCT runs with the
on-period up to the range of 1 s, the main ageing mechanism

of the DUTs is bond-wire lift-offs. The longer on-periods for
the 4th test run seem to trigger solder fatigue, and in this case
probably both failure mechanisms are present.

Considering that the 1st and the 4th test runs are representing
accelerated test conditions with ∆Ts in the range of 70 ◦C, there
is an interesting observation to be made: the resulting (average)
Nf for the 4th test run is lower compared to the 1st one, even
though the test current was lower for the 4th PCT. This is an
indication that, judging only by the temperature swings ∆T
and the stress current I, may lead to contradicting results. This
fact supports that the on-period, and potentially more stress
variables must be taken into account for a proper lifetime
modelling.

The electrical post-characterization presented in Table 3
did not reveal any significant degradation of the bond-wire
conditions by the forward voltage-drop measurement. Indeed,
for most of the DUTs, the measured Vce,load at rated current was
significantly lower than the 5% EOL detection level. A possible
explanation is that, while inspecting the bond wires, even
though they were detached from the emitter metallization, quite
a few of them were still loosely maintaining their contact posi-
tion assisted by the surrounding silicone gel. During the short
current pulse (i.e. 300 µs) applied for the post-characterization
of the forward voltage-drop, the contact position was probably
well maintained, while during the significant longer ton pulses
by the PCT, the bond wires were subject to significantly more
heating, followed by the increased contact resistance. Since
the internal inspection revealed really poor conditions for the
bond wires, it is also questionable whether the electrical offline
characterization is adequate or the 5% detection level for the
online Vce,load is too high. In order to determine the real con-
dition for the EOL of the test objects, an internal inspection is
essential.

6 FITTING EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
INTO LIFETIME MODELS

As indicated previously, the CIPS08 model is selected for the
assessment of the experimental data, due to the higher number
of stress variables considered there. The applied PCT strategy
with constant on-period (instead of varying ton to keep ∆T con-
stant) results in significantly higher stress conditions during the
test run, mainly through increasing ∆T [22]. Indeed, when con-
sidering the average values of ∆T for the complete test runs,
these values were in average ∼4% higher compared to the ini-
tial values. Therefore, the assessment was made using data from
both the initial (ideal) stress conditions, as well as the average
values for the complete test runs. The following fitting process
is based on the average values.

The model coefficients have been identified by least-square
fitting of the test results using the numerical processing software
MATHCAD. The fitting process is explained in detail in the fol-
lowing subsections. The accuracy of the fitting was assessed by
comparing the deviation between the average of the recorded
lifetimes for the samples during each PCT run, mean(Ni

f,n), and
the prediction of the model for the same test-run conditions,
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TABLE 6 Results of fitted coefficients from modelling approaches

Resulting coefficients

Modelling
effort name

Fitted
coefficients

Fitted to
test run # Fitted Original [8]

Mβ-CIPS08
#all K all Ke = 5.23×1015 —

Mβ-1
#123 K, β1 1, 2, 3 βe1 = -4.73 β1 = -4.42

Mβ-1
#45 K, β1 4, 5 βe1 = -5.56

Mβ-1
#all K, β1 all βe1 = -5.34

Mβ-14
#all β1, β4 all βe1 = -4.97

βe4 = +2.32
β1 = -4.42
β4 = -0.72

Mβ-134
#all β1, β3, β4 all βe1 = -2.07 β1 = -4.42

β3 = -0.46
β4 = -0.72

βe3 = -1.42

βe4 = -4.1

Mβ-134
#1245 β1, β3, β4 1, 2, 3, 4 βe1 = -2.24 β1 = -4.42

β3 = -0.46
β4 = -0.72

βe3 = -1.35

βe4 = -3.76

TABLE 6-A Results of fitted coefficients from modelling approaches

Resulting coefficients

Modelling
effort name

Fitted
coefficients

Fitted to
test run # Fitted Original [8]

Mβ-CIPS08
#all K All Ke = 5.23×1015 —

Nfe,n, according to

∆n = N fe,n − mean
(

N i
f,n

)

mean
(

N i
f,n

) [%] (6)

The prediction Nfe,n expresses the CIPS08 model estimation
for the averaged stress conditions in the test run n, and Ni

f,n
is the number of experimental cycles for the ith DUT sample
during the same test run.

6.1 CIPS08 model with original
β-coefficients

As a first step, the test results were assessed against the CIPS08
model by assuming values for the model coefficients, as pre-
sented in [8]. Only coefficients β1, β3, and β4 are relevant
with these test runs, as the Tj,min (reflected by β2) was always
regulated to 60 ◦C, and the structural characteristics of the
DUTs (reflected by β5, and β6) are the same. Dependences on
the structural parameters and the minimum junction tempera-
ture are embedded within the constant K, as discussed in Sec-
tion 5.1. The value of K is estimated to ensure the best (least-
square) fit for all test runs. The results of the fitting process
are summarized in Tables 6-A and 7-A with this case referred

TABLE 7 Deviations between estimated and resulting EOL for modelling
approaches

Deviation ∆n [%] between estimated and resulting
EOL, according to (6)

Modelling
effort name Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

Mβ-CIPS08
#all −26.50 −8.10 16.46 14.09 13.85

Mβ-1
#123 2.96 −7.49 1.86 183.29 76.03

Mβ-1
#45 −62.46 −46.38 −24.22 −0.42 −1.52

Mβ-1
#all −39.95 −24.12 0.40 60.82 40.68

Mβ-14
#all −7.09 −4.85 12.42 14.91 −18.56

Mβ-134
#all 0.70 −2.85 −0.91 −2.15 1.12

Mβ-134
#1245 0.11 −2.09 1.2 −1.8 0.604

TABLE 7-A Deviations between estimated and resulting EOL for
modelling approaches

Deviation ∆n [%] between estimated and resulting
EOL, according to (6)

Modelling effort
name Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

Mβ-CIPS08
#all −26.50 −8.10 16.46 14.09 13.85

as Mβ-CIPS08
#all, and the test results along with the model-

estimated values are shown in Figure 9.
The results using the original β-coefficients from [8] indicate

a rather poor fit for almost each test run, except for the test
run 2 where the error is approximately 8% (deviations below
10% are marked by green colour). Even if the conditions during
the test runs #1 and #4 were at quite high ∆Ts (well within
the spread of the samples used in [8]), the results seem to
have significant deviations from the model estimation. This is
an indication that the original coefficients in [8] may not be
representative for these DUTs. The mismatch can be justified

FIGURE 9 Recorded Nf versus ∆T for the five test runs and fitted graphs,
when assuming the original CIPS08 β-coefficients
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TABLE 6-B Results of fitted coefficients from modelling approaches

Resulting coefficients

Modelling effort
name

Fitted
coefficients

Fitted to
test run # Fitted Original [8]

Mβ-1
#all K, β1 all βe1 = -5.34 β1 = -4.42

Mβ-1
#123 K, β1 1, 2, 3 βe1 = -4.73

Mβ-1
#45 K, β1 4, 5 βe1 = -5.56

TABLE 7-B Deviations between estimated and resulting EOL for
modelling approaches

Deviation ∆n [%] between estimated and resulting
EOL,according to (6)

Modelling
effort name Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

Mβ-1
#all −39.95 −24.12 0.40 60.82 40.68

Mβ-1
#123 2.96 −7.49 1.86 183.29 76.03

Mβ-1
#45 −62.46 −46.38 −24.22 −0.42 −1.52

considering that the CIPS08 model coefficients have been
derived from results on modules developed through different
manufacturing processes. Additionally, there have been pro-
gressive technological improvements in IGBT power modules
design during the last decade. Thus, to match the experimental
results, a recalibration of the coefficients for the CIPS08 model
is required.

6.2 Fitting of the Coffin–Manson term

Temperature swings are associated to lifetime in the CIPS08
model by means of the Coffin–Manson term expressed by the
coefficient β1. Assuming that this term has the highest impact,
a simple lifetime model can be formed as a first step, as in:

N f = K3 ⋅ (∆T )$1 (7)

ignoring the impact of all other parameters. The coefficient
value of the fitted β e1 is shown in Table 6-B, and the result-
ing deviation of this modelling effort to the results of each test
run can be found in Table 7-B. Fitting the data points for all test
runs (case Mβ-1

#all) leads to significant deviations for almost all
data points. This indicates that the Coffin-Manson term alone
is not sufficient for capturing the phenomena triggered by the
stress, especially considering that differences in the temperature
gradients could trigger different failure mechanisms.

One possibility to improve the results is to divide the test
runs into groups, based on the applied current. Fitting the coef-
ficients K and β1 into the test results of each group (i.e., high-
current group 1250 A, and low-current group 890 A), leads to
the modelling efforts Mβ-1

#123 and Mβ-1
#45 respectively, also

shown in Tables 6-B and 7-B. Each group of test runs presents
particularly good fit this time with its corresponding lifetime

TABLE 6-C Results of fitted coefficients from modelling approaches

Resulting coefficients

Modelling
effort name

Fitted
coefficients

Fitted to test
run # Fitted Original [8]

Mβ-14
#all β1, β4 all βe1 = -4.97

βe4 = +2.32
β1 = -4.42
β4 = -0.72

TABLE 7-C Deviations between estimated and resulting EOL for
modelling approaches

Deviation ∆n [%] between estimated and resulting
EOL,according to (6)

Modelling
effort name Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

Mβ-14
#all −7.09 −4.85 12.42 14.91 −18.56

estimation; however, the coefficients calculated in both cases fail
to represent the data sets that correspond to a different current
level. This further supports the claim that the Coffin-Manson
lifetime model cannot sufficiently capture different stress con-
ditions. However, it could provide a good insight even at low
temperatures, provided that other stress factors (e.g. I and ton)
remain the same.

6.3 Extending the fitting to the other
coefficients

The lifetime model in Equation (5) allows two additional
degrees of freedom by fitting the coefficients β3 and β4. Hav-
ing the indication from Section 6.2 that the current level makes
a difference in the lifetime estimation, the next step is to add
the current coefficient β4 to the Coffin–Manson term. Results
from all the test runs are considered as the modelling effort
Mβ-14

#all. The fitted coefficients and the corresponding devi-
ation are given in Tables 6-C and 7-C.

Comparing case Mβ-14
#all with Mβ-1

#all, which both are pro-
cessing all test runs, the introduction of the current term has sig-
nificantly improved the overall results in terms of absolute devi-
ation. However, the least-square fitting provides a positive value
for β4. A positive β4 means that Nf is increasing with increas-
ing load current, which is obviously wrong. This can also be
observed directly by examining Figure 10.

The last step is to consider all three coefficients in Equation
(5) in the fitting process (case Mβ-134

#all). As seen in Tables 6
and 7, where the results from all modelling efforts are included,
the fitting results now present a fairly low deviation for all five
test runs (below 3%), but the coefficients obtained are rather
different from the original values given in [8]. The data sets from
the test runs and the estimated lifetime for the respective test
conditions according to the case Mβ-134

#all fitting are shown in
Figure 11.

It has been shown that, when using all three parameters in
the modelling (∆T, ton, I), a fairly good fit can be obtained for all
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FIGURE 10 Recorded Nf versus ∆T for the five test runs and fitted
graphs, representing subcase Mβ-14

#all

FIGURE 11 Recorded Nf versus ∆T for the five test runs and fitted
graphs, representing subcase Mβ-134

#all

the test results. The question that remains open is if this model
is sufficient to provide a good extrapolation to lower tempera-
tures, which has been an important target of this investigation.
To investigate that, a new modelling effort can be implemented,
Mβ-134

#1245, considering all three coefficients in the fitting pro-
cess, and all the test-run results, except for test run 3 (i.e. at a ∆T
of 30 ◦C). If the coefficients calculated in this modelling effort
can give a reasonable estimation that can be confirmed by the
experimental results of the test run at 30 ◦C, this will provide a
strong indication that this model can be extrapolated to 30 ◦C
and maybe further below.

The coefficients resulting from the modelling effort
Mβ-134

#1245 are shown in Table 6. It can be observed that
the resulting values are similar to Mβ-134

#all. As expected, and
shown in Table 7, this modelling effort provides good fit to the
results of test runs 1, 2, 4, and 5. It is very important though,

that the results from test run 3 are fitted very well too (only
1.2% deviation), without including these points in the process
to calculate the coefficients.

6.4 Discussion of the fitting results

It has been shown that by using the original stress coefficients of
the CIPS08 model [8], the fit of the model to the PCT experi-
mental results was rather poor. It has also been observed that
the Coffin-Manson term can predict lifetime in the low-∆T
range if all stress parameters are kept stable.

When the fitting considers only the effect of the Coffin–
Manson term and of the current term, the Coffin–Manson coef-
ficient lies in the same range as the original value from [8]. How-
ever, the fitting was poor when results from all test runs were
used in the fitting process. Even worse, for the same temper-
ature swing, a positive value for β4 was obtained. This implies
that Nf increases by increasing load current, which is obviously
wrong. This last observation clearly indicates that the power-on
time needs to be included in the fitting process. The effect of
the on-time is also considered in addition to the current and the
Coffin–Manson in the last approach for the fitting. This resulted
in a fairly good fit for all test runs. It is worth to notice that
the resulting effect from the Coffin-Manson term and the on-
time are in the same range. The sign of the current term is also
reasonable. It is worth noticing that this last approach provides
strong indications that the lifetime model can be extrapolated to
stress level of 30 ◦C or even lower. However, at a lower ∆T the
region of elastic deformation will be eventually reached, and the
lifetime model will not be valid.

For the last approach, and with reference to Section 6, a sep-
arate fitting of model coefficients was done where the average
values of the temperature swings for the complete test runs were
replaced by the initial values. The resulting change of the β1
coefficient was in the range of ∼0.5%, which is not regarded
as crucial for the conclusions of this paper.

All results presented above are based on the measured vir-
tual junction temperature, Tvj, since this is the common practice
for accelerated PCT runs. The measurement of Tvj involves an
unavoidable delay from the instant of IGBT turn-off until the
time instant that the measurement is performed. This delay is
approximately 1 ms for the experimental setup presented in Sec-
tion 4. For the fitting of experimental results in this work, the
possible impact from this delay was not considered. However,
for the last approach, a separated fitting was done for investigat-
ing this effect. According to the measured thermal impedance
characteristics Zth for the DUT, the delay of 1 ms corresponds
to a temperature drop of Tvj in the range of 2–3 ◦C, depend-
ing on the test current. By adjusting the temperature swings
correspondingly, it was found that for the fitted model shown
in Figure 11, the Coffin–Manson term, β1 was changed from−2.07 to −2.2. Although not seen as crucial for the conclusion
of the paper, this noticeable change will have an impact on the
estimated lifetime. Therefore, such effects should be considered
carefully before implementing power cycling lifetime models in
real converter applications.
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As a general trend, the fitted values indicate a significantly
weaker effect of the Coffin–Manson term compared to the orig-
inal coefficients. Moreover, it can be observed the significantly
stronger impact of the terms associated to the current and on-
time on lifetime. This may be seen as a further confirmation
that different values for the on-time may induce different failure
mechanisms. This also fits with the failure analysis presented in
Section 5, where lower on-times were triggering failures in the
bond wires, while the higher on-time of the test run 4 resulted
in degradation of the solder layer.

It should be considered that due to the limited amount of test
data and the measurement uncertainties, it is difficult to for-
mulate a definitive statement regarding the fitted coefficients.
Moreover, since only one test run indicated solder layer fatigue,
the resulting coefficients should be assumed to represent pri-
marily bond wire fatigue, while the validity for solder fatigue is
significantly weaker.

The CIPS08 model [8] is using the minimum junction tem-
perature as a parameter for the Arrhenius term. Therefore, all 5
accomplished test runs are assumed to have been subject to the
same Arrhenius effect. However, the three different tempera-
ture swings were imposing different average temperatures. This
raises a question whether a part of the Arrhenius effect in the
CIPS08 is embedded in the Coffin–Manson term, implying that
it might be interesting to investigate the effect of applying Tj,avg
instead of Tj,min in this model.

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper presented an experimental assessment of the CIPS08
lifetime model based on fitting experimental data from PCTs
of high-power IGBT modules, also including low temperature
stress cycles. By using the same type of DUTs for all the exper-
imental work, and the same minimum junction temperature, it
was possible to study the effect of junction temperature swings,
current and power-on time on the expected lifetime. In addi-
tion to this, and by post-mortem analysis of the test objects, the
impact of the specific PCT conditions on the anticipated failure
mechanism has also been substantiated.

The analysis of PCT experimental results on power cycling
of high-power IGBT modules at temperature cycles as low as
30 ◦C and their fitting to the CIPS08 lifetime model are the
main contributions of this paper. In particular, the impact of
various power cycling testing parameters on the anticipated fail-
ure mechanism has been assessed. It has been shown that tem-
perature stress in the range of ∆T = 30 ◦C and ∆T = 40 ◦C
still induces plastic deformations resulting in ageing of the
IGBT power modules. However, it has been experimentally
confirmed that the on-period has a strong impact and influ-
ences the failure mechanism. Indeed, low values of on-periods
cause bond-wires lift-off, while longer values (i.e. longer than
1 s) trigger failures in the die-solder layer. It needs to be noticed
that this assumption is based on the experimental results of
the present test object and, therefore, cannot be regarded as
a general conclusion. For example, in other works, [42] solder
fatigue is concluded to be the dominant failure mechanism at

low on-periods, while bond-wire fatigue at longer on-periods.
It also needs to be noticed that other works, [43,44] do not
confirm the findings of stronger impact from the current and
on-period on the lifetime compared to the temperature stress
swings. This is a reminder that the lifetime model, and espe-
cially the parameters, need to be fitted to the specific module
technology.

The statistical data obtained from the PCTs have been pro-
cessed to fit into the existing CIPS08 model and to determine
its coefficients. Fitting experimental data from PCTs by only
accounting the Coffin-Manson term results in a good fit for a
given load current, but the model fails when considering exper-
imental data with different currents. On the other hand, using
the CIPS08 model, and by limiting the number of stress vari-
ables in the PCTs, it has been revealed that, the impact of the
current and on-period on the lifetime is stronger compared to
the weaker impact that the temperature stress swings impose.
Especially the difference between the original and fitted CIPS08
coefficients resulted in a big deviation in the estimated power-
cycling lifetime when the model is applied for a wide span of
stress swings. Therefore, extrapolation of lifetime models to
lower stress cycles must be performed with care and by not only
considering the value of ∆T, but also and most importantly the
utilized load current and operating profile in terms of tempera-
ture derivatives.

Through this work it has been verified that the CIPS08 model
can be used to predict lifetime of IGBT power modules operat-
ing in practical power converters, which exhibit stress cycles of
30 ◦C and above. However, this requires a dedicated and time-
consuming PCT experimental procedure for developing appro-
priate model coefficients for the specific type of IGBT mod-
ules employed in the converter. Special attention is required for
model validation in the operating range where still plastic defor-
mation is expected for the converter, i.e. stress cycles of 30 ◦C or
even lower. Finally, it is emphasized that if the goal is to provide
a lifetime model applicable for converters in operation, quite
some additional power cycling experiments and model fitting
need to be added to what has been presented in the present
paper. For example, quite some more PCTs need to be per-
formed at the lower range of stress cycles, and the model in
Equation (5) used for fitting the coefficients also need to be
extended by including the Arrhenius effect by the β2 coefficient,
Equation (4).
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